“To Help Enlighten Our People”: ‘Theater Folk’ and Stage Advice Columns in the 1920s
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“Attention audience! Especially those of you that are commonly called stage struck,” noted the advice column on the Chicago Defender’s Stage Page of November 7, 1925. African American former chorus girl Vivienne Russell, who used the byline “Vivienne,” declared that she had “received a number of letters from girls and boys desirous of going upon the stage. I have answered them personally, however but not in detail. Hence this article ‘Stage Struck.’” Vivienne argued that overall “show business is a good business” for those with “plenty of grit,” but that only the “folks that are endowed with talent” should consider the entertainment industry. After measuring one’s vocal or dance ability against other “Race shows or acts,” Vivienne maintained, select amateur entertainers should “fight for their place” on the stage amid a racially segregated entertainment system. “Stage Struck” was one of the dozens of such pieces Vivienne addressed to young Black Defender readers who sought practical advice on how to successfully enter the vibrant and challenging world of the 1920s professional Black stage.

Between October 1925 and May 1926, vaudevillian Vivienne Gordon Russell wrote the theatrical advice column, “Theater Folks and Theatergoers,” in the Chicago Defender, aimed at both entertainment professionals and audience members. When vivid reports of tragedy and turmoil, including chronicles of increased racial violence, new segregation policies, escalating poverty, or criminal exploits, flooded 1920s Black newspaper headlines, entertainment and leisure news could offer readers momentary escape and solace. Black newspapers including the Baltimore Afro-American, Pittsburgh Courier, New York Amsterdam
The importance of the Black press and the Chicago Defender specifically in transmitting the narratives of African American lives has been explored in historical, American Studies, and musicology texts over the past two decades. Likewise, the lives of Black female journalists in the twentieth century have also been chronicled by historians and media studies scholars. Yet Vivienne’s columns reveal a moment in the Defender’s 1920s history where a Black woman entertainer also commanded a space as a Black theater industry journalist. This social history article details Vivienne’s professional background and illuminates the broader historical context of the Defender’s “Theater Folks” column. It utilizes Vivienne’s industry experiences to explain her columns’ messages on the mechanics of Black show business, the challenges of respectability politics, her disdain for blackface minstrelsy, and the value of Black entertainment in early-twentieth-century America. In the absence of biographies, memoirs, or personal correspondence, Vivienne’s professional life was gleaned from census information, city directories, playbills, advertisements, oral histories of Black theater professionals, and, most importantly, the “Theater Folks” articles themselves.
As a Black woman theatrical journalist, amid many male theater columnists published in the Defender, Vivienne publicly championed Black entertainment as a method of “racial uplift”—the attempt to challenge racial hostility and negative images of African Americans through Black political, educational, and socio-cultural success.\(^8\) Black entertainers in the 1920s contended with the same heightened racial tensions and negative depictions of blackness that plagued African Americans more generally, and they often faced critique and ridicule from Black and white conservative communities who viewed the entertainment profession as one that was not suitable for proper ladies and gentlemen. Revealing that many in the Black entertainment world were quite self-conscious about the images of morality they exhibited on stage and off, Vivienne took it as her charge “to help enlighten” her people by redefining notions of stage respectability and demonstrating how the theatrical profession was a worthy and “honest occupation” for African Americans.\(^9\) In a decade plagued by growing white supremacist violence, Vivienne’s “Theater Folks and Theatregoers” promoted the positive significance of Black entertainment in American society, and furthered New Negro beliefs that the Black theatrical profession was a valuable weapon against racial and gendered injustice.\(^10\)

The Vaudevillian, Vivienne Russell

Born in Ohio in 1894, Vivienne (Vivian) Gordon was steeped in the music of the Black Baptist church from an early age. With her widowed mother, Mary Gordon, Vivienne moved to New Rochelle, New York by 1900, where Mrs. Gordon became a faithful member of Bethesda Baptist Church in 1904.\(^11\) Vivienne was well acquainted with hymns and church doctrine yet found herself living just miles outside of New York City’s burgeoning Black entertainment scene. Although downtown New York City’s vaudeville theaters hosted individual Black acts, Black musical comedies with stars like Bert Williams, Aida Overton Walker, or S.H. Dudley pushed their way to Broadway, off-Broadway, and uptown to Harlem between 1910 and 1915.\(^12\) Against the “straight-laced rules of the church,” her mother’s “prejudice towards theatrical work,” and beliefs that ragtime songs sent one “straight to the devil,” a nineteen-year-old Vivienne was drawn to these performances and began her career as a chorus girl.\(^13\) She rose from the ranks as a cast member in all-Black musicals like Darktown Follies, produced by J. Leubrie Hill, in 1913, and Will Marion Cook’s Darkydom in 1915.\(^14\) Both were early Black musicals that followed the standard pattern of a light-hearted narrative, comedic antics, a dancing chorus, and ragtime music. The musical comedies opened out of state before playing Harlem’s Lafayette Theater—the foundation of Black “big time” theaters.\(^15\) While Vivienne claimed in reference to her dancing that she was “a failure as far as chorus work was concerned,” she remained “in the business” and traveled nationally in vaudeville ensemble acts as a soprano singer.\(^16\)
In 1922, Vivienne married fellow Black vaudevillian Edward “Strawberry” Russell and began another phase of her career. Louisiana-born Ed Russell began his career as a blackface comedian in the 1910s and remained a sought-after vaudeville comedian and musician both as a “single” (solo individual act) and in partnerships until the late 1940s. After marrying, Vivienne continued touring the nation as a single act while Ed and his ever-changing entertainment partner worked in comedy teams. Following Ed’s modest success in the traveling Black musical Steppin’ High in late 1924 with Dike Thomas, the Russells partnered on stage and developed their own act. Chicago Defender theater critic Billy Tucker praised the new pairing of “Strawberry and Vivienne,” noted that Vivienne was “an asset to any one’s act or show,” and maintained that together they “should be a knockout as a team.”

Vivienne began her column just as “Strawberry and Viv” became a popular traveling musical comedy act in 1925. She wrote from the road in California, Oregon, Illinois, and New York for many of the same reasons that other vaudevillians wrote to Black newspapers—to let readers know where entertainers...
were performing; to communicate how they could be reached during the season in the absence of a stable address; and to hint at backstage antics that fostered audience curiosity and encouraged ticket sales. Strawberry Russell himself wrote to the Defender’s theatrical editor Tony Langston in 1924 about the “wonderful business” he did in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the paper published all Strawberry’s details of entertainment life on the West Coast. Vivienne’s “Theater Folks and Theatergoers” attracted readers in a more complex way and demonstrated a willingness to share more than gossip or routing information. In the October 10, 1925 Stage section—in between brief columns that told of performances at Newark’s Orpheum Theater and the Washington D.C. wedding of the vaudeville team of Billie Stewart and Susie Martin—Vivienne raised the issue of giving chorus girls “more appreciation” in her first column, “Chorus Girls Over The Top,” and broadened the Black entertainment conversation.

The Black Press-Black Arts Partnership

The relationship between Black entertainment and the Black press has deep roots. The Indianapolis Freeman had an early starring role as the essential African American theater periodical over the tenure of its 1884 to 1927 run. The weekly newspaper, published by Louis Howland until 1892, and George Knox from 1892 to 1927, dedicated at least two of its eight-page publication to “The Stage.” Freeman journalists reported on a variety of entertainment genres including blackface minstrelsy, musical revues, concert bands, and circuses. Readers could explore everything from the early performances of a young Sissieretta Jones (professionally known as the Black Patti) to news of the potential purchase of a new Black theater in Jacksonville, Florida. Although based in Indianapolis, the Freeman was a national Black weekly with correspondents who captured the political, economic, and social news of Black America. Columns in the Stage section might be dedicated to the happenings in Cincinnati, New Orleans, Chattanooga, or Detroit at any given moment, connecting a Southern Black population with some of the larger Northern urban sites of African American migration.

The Freeman was a foundational model for the successful cooperative efforts of Black theater and Black media. The Chicago Defender continued this model and evolved into a long-lasting national repository of Black entertainment happenings. Founded in 1905, the initial Defender issues were drafted by founder Robert S. Abbott on Henrietta P. Lee’s boarding house table on State Street in Chicago’s Southside. The Defender reached a circulation of 250,000 and a readership of “more than a million” by the 1910s and was sold openly throughout Northern states. Pullman porters and traveling entertainers later covertly distributed the paper in virulently racist and strictly segregated Southern states that had banned its sale. The Defender’s role as a catalyst of the Great Migration, the 1915–1930 geographical shift of urban and rural African Americans from the South to urban North and West, is well told. Abbott’s ability to use the newspaper as a connection between Southern and Northern African Americans
is exemplified in the regional coverage of such disparate entertainment groups as the Gee Cleft Singers in Detroit and the Jackson, Mississippi shows of the Silas Green Show. The World’s Greatest Weekly always had a robust entertainment section, and particularly strengthened its stage and entertainment pages after the end of World War I.

In 1921, the Defender made a direct connection with the Theater Owners Booking Association (T.O.B.A. or Toby Time), a 1920s interracially owned circuit of over one hundred Black-serving variety theaters throughout the Midwest and Southeast United States, upon whose stages Russell would refine her craft. By the mid-1920s, the Defender had published nearly three hundred full articles or columns devoted to “Toby Time,” not including the targeted advertisements for the circuit itself, performance reviews, or marketing for individual entertainers. More than just routing guides, these pieces were built on the belief that Black entertainment news should combine readers’ desire for “sensationalistic” and “lurid” gossip with an interest in the greater social significance of African Americans in entertainment productions.

The Defender’s entertainment columns were written predominantly by Black male minstrels, vaudevillians, and silent film participants who commented on the latest events throughout the country, whether that be in Kansas City or Los Angeles. Regular columnists included Coy Herndon, Tim Owsley, Charles O’Neal, Dave Peyton, Bill Potter, “Ragtime” Billy Tucker and Salem Tutt Whitney. Women columnists made occasional appearances in the paper alongside these male journalists and Russell took her place amongst them. The “Movie and Stage Department” page of the 1920s included Agnes Johnson, Nora Douglas Holt, and Maude George Roberts. Johnson, “a booster of her dear artist friends,” wrote a brief column that ran from August to October 1925 which primarily focused on how to be strong patrons of Black entertainment. Holt, followed by Roberts, focused on classical music in the column “News of the Music World,” and each wrote for the Defender for years. These “Music World” pieces reviewed sacred music recitals, operas, and classical concerts by rising Black professionals. Publisher Robert Abbott believed that classical music was devoid of many of the negative racial or sexual stereotypes prevalent in vaudeville or blues music, and thus was a more appropriate subject for a woman writer than the antics of a vaudeville show. Vivienne’s “Theater Folks and Theatergoers” successfully challenged the Defender’s custom of publishing male-authored pieces on vaudeville and musical comedies while women’s columns predominantly featured classical recitals and concert music.

**Black Women, Respectability, and the Vaudeville Stage**

Vivienne directly engaged issues of gender and racial oppression in Black vaudeville theater during the era when the New Negro Woman was on the rise. Historians and Black feminist scholars broadly define New Negro Women as Black women who, between the 1890s and 1930s, fought for racial advance-
ment politically, socially, and intellectually while simultaneously challenging gendered subjugation. Vivienne’s fellow columnist S.T. Whitney observed that men historically “set up a standard of conduct by which women must abide or forever be under the ban of disapproval and ostracism. . . But the new woman no longer stands for the old line of bunk. . . and they are now asserting their independence.” Vivienne infused this New Negro Woman independence into much of her stage advice. Her nearly thirty columns appeared as Black and white entertainment industry leaders expected female performers to succeed in a profession that both encouraged the objectification of women’s sexualized images for profit while particularly criticizing women entertainers’ character and morality. Black women endured an additional level of scrutiny because of their race and the negative connotations associated with Black womanhood. Several articles in the Chicago Defender and Baltimore Afro-American called attention to Black actresses’ “bobbed hair” and “rouged lips”; championed the newest “It” dancing girls who were not “fat girls with piano legs” or “box ankles”; or lauded medium-brown-complexioned youth in costumes that were not more than “loin clothes or fig leaves.” Black press articles also demanded that vaudevillians revitalize acts that relied on overtly sexualized antics and called on “modern actresses” to “come through and come through clean” in their new “up to date” first class shows.

The policing of an entertainer’s moral character echoed a larger turn-of-the-century discussion about acceptable roles for Black women in American society. Many middle-class Black women’s rights advocates like Mary Church Terrell, Fannie Barrier Williams, or Nannie Helen Burroughs were club women who were part of a national movement that sought, in Terrell’s words, to promote “negro womanhood” as “pure and virtuous” in the face of stereotypes about Black female inferiority and their assumed sexual promiscuity. In 1904, Chicago-based activist Fannie Barrier Williams wrote to other Black women and warned them about the “evils that menace the integrity of the home, the small vices that are too often mistaken for legitimate pleasures,” like music and theater and other “dangers of city life.” Decades later activist Nannie Helen Burroughs commanded African Americans “to glorify things of the spirit and keep the things of the flesh under control.” Burroughs specifically spoke from a Black Protestant world view that characterized many secular pursuits as ungodly, non-Biblical, and sinful. Yet many other Black progressive leaders discouraged leisure activities like blatantly risqué secular music, dance, or comedy that could potentially increase immorality and vice in Black working-class, largely migrant communities that were already the target of societal scorn. Terrell, Williams, and other Black club women (many of whose speeches were also covered in the Defender) challenged stereotypes of promiscuity and inferiority that had been used to justify the abuse and harassment of Black people since the period of enslavement. For example, in 1918 Detroit, the Urban League distributed “Helpful Hints” pamphlets to working-class Southern Black migrants that warned against “using vulgar or obscene language in street cars, streets or public places” or “spending all your
money for pleasure” in order to better assimilate into urban society. Respectability promoters wanted African Americans to curtail any unseemly behavior to demonstrate that they were spiritually, morally, and intellectually worthy of becoming “full and equal participants in American society.”

The respectability debate followed Black women entertainers onstage soon after they entered the profession. Prior to the late 1870s, white men in blackface, costumed as women, portrayed many female characters in minstrel shows and dramatic productions. Sam T. Jack cast African American women in the burlesque The Creole Show in 1890. As the twentieth century commenced, white theater critics and some African American audience members alike publicly wondered if Black women really belonged on the stage and questioned their skill, wit, and artistry. Some conservative community members generally characterized all actresses as barely a step above the majority of women who frequented nineteenth-century urban theaters—the paid escorts and roving sex workers of a theater’s third tier. For example, in New York in 1902, Christian missionaries wrote to the Freeman to declare that their field of service was not some distant overseas community, but local Black stages. These missionaries offered Bible classes to combat the “widespread superstition” of “the inherent and universal wickedness of stage people, particularly chorus girls.” In a November 1909 Freeman column, Black vaudevillian Harry Brown asked, “can girls of our race be moral on the stage?” and again raised the question of whether a theatrical performer could also be a virtuous Black woman. A reader directly answered Brown in the next month’s Freeman and commented that “immoral colored girls” would not be “immoral,” if “colored men of the stage” did not lead them “astray.” This debate in the Freeman about whether men or women were more at fault for sensual dancing and pre-marital intimacy was not settled, and the discussion of female morality in Black vaudeville and American society persisted as the 1920s approached.

**Vivienne’s Views: The Columns**

Cognizant of the greater respectability battles in American society and the many negative perceptions critics held of Black women and Black entertainers, Vivienne used “Theater Folks” to encourage amateur artists to join the stage and to warn them honestly about the obstacles they could encounter. As an industry participant she saw the humor, freedom of expression, and joy that the theatrical arts could bring to African American communities, and many of her articles were meant to further the belief that “stage folks have the wonderful opportunity to help elevate the Race.” She was conscious of her unique opportunity as “the only female contributor” on the Stage Page and used it to infuse many of her articles with discussions of Black women entertainers and the gendered and raced problems they encountered. Tim Owsley viewed Vivienne’s presence as a Stage Page writer as evidence of how “progression” was at work at the Defender. For him, “Mrs. Russell” was a fascinating, intelligent woman, “emancipated from
her domestic duties.” Vivienne used her freedom from the home as a public platform to craft “Vivienne’s Views,” a term she initially used to label the stage advice she disseminated. She directed much of her advice towards aspiring vaudevillians and performers in “tabs” or tabloid shows, abbreviated musical comedies packaged for road travel. The bi-weekly columns shifted in specific topic but were arranged thematically on issues including the significance of Black women participants in vaudeville; the challenges of segregated road travel and performance; and the problems of respectability politics, stage vulgarity, and blackface. Taken as a whole “Vivienne’s Views” offered Vivienne’s “plain truth” on bettering conditions for Black theater performers.

In several columns Vivienne emphasized how significant Black female entertainers were to Black traveling show success. She asked theatergoing audiences to suspend their judgments of Black women entertainers and their supposed immorality “to consider how strenuous (female) parts are and how little credit they get.” A cursory review of the named Black musical acts (or “aggregations” as Vivienne labeled them) of 1924 and 1925 reveals female driven titles like the Broadway Vamps, Brown Beauties, Brown Skin Vamps, Melody Lane Girls, Ollie Burgoyne and Her Darktown Strutters, and Radio Girls, among many others. Advertisers used photographs of a well-dressed female chorus as a featured attraction whose beauty might garner increased ticket sales. 1920s theater advertising from Washington D.C.’s Howard Theater or New York’s Alhambra Theater prominently featured sketches of Black ingenues with bobbed hair or photos of dancers like Celeste Coles, which reinforced how significant female participants were to the heart of the musical format.

In Vivienne’s words the chorus was “the very backbone of our shows” and the “very source of the theatrical profession.” A fellow vaudevillian, dancer Leonard Reed, echoed Vivienne’s descriptions when he recounted how chorus girls could perform up to six shows a day at New York’s Apollo Theater, and that was the “hardest job he’d ever seen for girls.” Vivienne detailed how, despite their importance, chorus girls often rehearsed without pay and worked hours after the headliners and male cast mates had gone, like “little Trojans” with “empty stomachs.” At the “end of a performance,” many male principal performers “walked off serenely with all the laurels.” To counter this imbalance Vivienne proposed that producers create a “Chorus Night” in which the individual women of the chorus line would be featured for a mini solo “giving girls a higher incentive [to continue] and “more recognition and appreciation.” Vivienne believed that an artist who was appreciated for her labor, worked harder for a show’s success, and this higher work ethic was essential as it was “much harder for one of our [Black] shows to make good,” with the obstacles of segregated travel and insufficient economic resources.

Vivienne received many queries about the daily difficulties of the entertainment profession and this became a central theme of her articles. Young readers wanted to know about auditioning, travel, training, and the supposed glamor of stage life. Revealing the popularity of her columns, Vivienne collectively
answered letters “from different parts of the United States,” and offered to give direct and personal responses to those who mailed self-addressed envelopes in late 1925. Because Vivienne had worked in the chorus and in single and double acts in Black and white vaudeville, what readers received were her unvarnished views about life upon the traveling stage. Politely but directly, she addressed the “stage struck” youth mentioned in this essay’s opening and maintained that:

Show business is a good business for people with ability, plenty of grit, and the backbone to withstand hardships, plus

Figure 4: Example of 1920s Black chorus line. Bonnie Clark. Unidentified Performers. Bonnie and Semoura Clark black vaudeville photographs and ephemera, Box 2, Folder 33, Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.
strength of character. . . [Yet] show work is cruel even for the best of us. . . The public doesn’t want to be worried with our troubles. When you go on stage you are there to chase away their troubles, regardless of your own.  

Vivienne continued by detailing the harsh conditions of touring and noted that performances occurred after traveling all night and a few hours of “snatched” sleep, if there were any accommodations for “Race folk in town.” In municipalities without facilities for African Americans, entertainers slept on trains, changed costumes in closets, and ate takeout from “unsavory restaurants.” There could be many drawbacks to segregated road travel and as an honest mentor Vivienne felt obligated “to protect the stage struck girls and boys” from any illusions that stage life was easy.

In “Stage Aspirant,” Vivienne further warned against young girls leaving their parents without permission for a “haphazard career” in “show business” as it was not a “certain” or stable industry. Vivienne’s subsequent articles dealt with the hard work expected of all performers, whether headliners or not. She wrote to the chorus girl in the backline and argued, “don’t imagine that because you’re in the back line you won’t be noticed by the people in the front. Some folks come to the theater for the sole purpose of picking flaws and those people can make you or break you.” She also discouraged potential performers “without ability” and wrote of the importance of training in dance and music schools with parental support in her “Parent’s Opinion” article from November 1925. Using her mother, Mary Gordon’s, religious misgivings about her own career, Vivienne called out to those “dear parents” to support their children’s efforts. She begged them not to “throw up their hands in horror” at a child’s desire to become an entertainer, but rather to help educate their children about whatever career they might want to pursue, as “early training was the greatest protector from evil and poverty.”

Without support and guidance new Black vaudevillians ran the risk of exploitation, sexual harassment, and assault. Black dancer Bessie Dudley recalled that as she attempted to audition for the Gibson Family Troupe in 1923, a piano player only referred to as “Steve” tried to “get fresh.” Steve dragged a thirteen-year-old Dudley “in the alley” behind Baltimore’s Lincoln Theater, but she thankfully was able to run away and avoid sexual assault. Vivienne warned potential performers of the fraudulent “parasite” producers, the “dapper sheiks, with flowery promises” for whom “sex was the main incentive.” Repeatedly she told her readers to not “be deluded by spectacular notoriety and the glittering lights” of Black traveling theater and to clearly see all of the obstacles littered along the road.

Even with talent, ability, and training, Black entertainers faced a further obstacle unique to their race—the problem of colorism. Intra-racial color prejudice or the issue of attributing beauty, intelligence, social standing, and power to African Americans with fairer skin and straighter hair because of their closer
proximity to whiteness was an issue that stemmed from the forced divisions fostered during the era of chattel slavery in the Americas. Colorism became even more prominent after Emancipation.\textsuperscript{74} Black club woman Nannie Helen Burroughs noted that \textquotedblleft colorphobia\textquotedblright{} abounded throughout early-twentieth-century social circles, church congregations, and professional institutions for both men and women.\textsuperscript{75} Social clubs might extend invitations to new members based in part on their fairer skin tone, for example. Likewise, colorism was a concern in Black theater.

While colorism affected both female and male entertainers in terms of access to certain industry positions or stereotypical roles onstage, Vivienne addressed instances that particularly plagued Black women. The theatrical ensembles which first featured Black actresses included John Isham\textquotesingle s Octoroons (active 1895–1900) and his Oriental Americans (1896–1899). The titles themselves capitalized on the mixed race, fair-skinned actresses in the productions\textquotesingle casts, and audiences seemed to be captivated with the \textquotedblleft exotic\textquotedblright{} looking actresses in Isham\textquotesingle s shows. Well attended, long-running productions that featured light-skinned Black actresses and garnered high receipts only furthered a producer\textquotesingle s desire to continue that format and prioritize light-skinned African American women over darker-skinned women in all-Black musical casts.\textsuperscript{76}

Managers and producers\textquotesingle overt preference for fair-skinned women in 1890s productions continued in many Black vaudeville shows in the 1920s. On April 1, 1922 Charles Turpin, Black owner of St. Louis\textquotesingle s Booker T. Washington Theater and T.O.B.A. board member, vented in the \textit{Defender} that \textquotedblleft we could stand a lot more good-looking women in the game. Shapes and faces!\textquotedblright{} Turpin continued that he could \textquotedblleft write volumes about the good-looking women we DON\textquotesingle T see in colored show business. What\textquotesingle s become of \textquoteleft em? Let\textquotesingle s have \textquoteleft em! Put \textquoteleft em in the game!\textquoteright\textquoteright A week later Black orchestra leader Benton Overstreet of Philadelphia\textquotesingle s Dunbar Theater vehemently disagreed with Turpin\textquotesingle s comments on women performers. In a letter to the editor on April 8, Overstreet unmasked Turpin\textquotesingle s terminology to reveal that \textquoteleft good-looking\textquoteright{} was Turpin\textquotesingle s code for \textquoteleft fair-skinned.\textquoteright{} Overstreet shared that worthy Black managers hired good \textquoteleft talent, regardless of color and looks.\textquoteright{} The orchestra leader also warned fellow theater staffers that if they failed to hire \textquoteleft your dark women and your browns,\textquoteright{} they would not have the best show as talent came in a variety of \textquoteleft colors.\textquoteright\textsuperscript{77}

Vivienne\textquotesingle s views on colorism came somewhere in the middle of Turpin\textquotesingle s desires and Overstreet\textquotesingle s warnings. Her byline photo reveals that Vivienne was a fair-skinned African American entertainer who could have relished her fair-skinned privilege. However, she thought that the colorism debate harmed potential performers, the Black theater world, and Black communities at large. In \textquoteleft False Faces,\textquoteright{} Vivienne maintained that blackness and beauty came in \textquoteleft every shade from jet black to real high yellow (fair skinned),\textquoteright{} and contended that \textquoteleft color doesn\textquotesingle t make a woman beautiful.\textquoteright{} She acknowledged that mixed race and \textquoteleft brown\textquoteright{} actresses were \textquoteleft much more appreciated by the white audiences in show business,\textquoteright{} and that blackness was used as a costume and a comedic tool
Vivienne directed much of her practical commentary at Black performers in tab shows that entertained predominantly Black audiences. In one of her earliest columns in 1925, Vivienne concluded that “the prettiest woman” she knew was as “black as cork” and that ugliness (physical and situational) came in “every shade.” In terms of stage makeup, she advocated that women entertainers specifically use shades that enhanced rather than masked natural skin tones so they could present the most polished look. As far as the ideologies that propelled colorism in the theater, Vivienne challenged African American entertainers to disprove the “myth” that blackness equaled humor, a theme she later expanded upon in her blackface minstrelsy discussions.

An even more prevalent theme Vivienne addressed was the challenge of conservative Black communities’ ideas about respectability. In columns like “Commendable Conduct” and “Doing More Than Their Share,” she encouraged entertainers and audience members alike to see Black entertainment as a way to challenge larger societal images of Black inferiority. For Vivienne being respectable on stage meant performing songs, dances, and skits with no profanity or overt crude, sexual, or criminal references. Like many of her Black club woman contemporaries, Vivienne advocated respectability as way of eradicating negative images of “colored entertainers” and promoting racial uplift for women and men. Yet Vivienne’s respectability views did not entail a notion that African Americans should imitate middle-class white behavior to gain acceptance into white society. Nor did it contain a class-based argument that elite African Americans should demonstrate a civilized “genteel performance” at all times and prove their worth and higher social rank by enacting conservative behavior in public and private. Rather, Vivienne believed that African American entertainers should define themselves for themselves. She was angered by cultural appropriation on stage and spoke against white vaudevillians “giving the public the imitation of the Race artist” as blackface minstrels or by mimicking supposed Black mannerisms, dances, and songs. She told Black artists “to be yourself and create something else” aside from plantation stereotypes to garner humor and success. Vivienne further argued that Black entertainers demonstrated respectability or “commendable conduct” in part by being skilled artists who did their “best at all times,” and exhibited “real desire, energy, and labor” in their craft.

A discussion of Black economic advancement for theater professionals was also imbedded in Vivienne’s beliefs about respectability. She contended that “respectable” acts garnered employment on both the Black and white stages. As a vaudevillian, Vivienne did not advocate removing all elements of sexual humor or suggestive comedy from vaudeville performance. Rather, in “Stage Vulgarity,” she told potential and current performers that needless “vulgarity was a yoke and burden” to Black entertainers’ success. “Cleaner” acts without the “suggestive songs, sensuous and repulsive dances, and dirty costumes,” Vivienne argued, just might ensure that mainstream stages paid Black entertainers “the same wage” as white entertainers. Reforming current stage acts placed Black artists in a “position to demand” economic equality on any stage.
Vivienne warned Black vaudevillians against sharing their acts’ details with white vaudevillians unless they were “paid,” for white artists “have proven they can take your own” material and “beat you doing it.”

With these statements about appropriation and unpaid service, Vivienne alluded to the white practitioners of blackface and the popular early-twentieth-century “coon shouters”—white women who imitated African American vocal phrasing and mannerisms in comic songs often infused with stereotypical racist imagery. Vivienne implored Black vaudevillians to not give away their “routine of dance for a smile.”

Vivienne’s critiques echoed the views of Black female vaudevillian entrepreneurs, the Griffin Sisters. Popular performers between the 1890s and 1918, Emma and Mabel Griffin also called out white performers who were paid more than African American artists for the skits and songs they “borrowed” from Black vaudevillians. The Griffins briefly created their own theatrical agency in Chicago in 1913 with the hopes that it might challenge economic discrimination and ensure African Americans “as a race would be equal to the whites” in the theatrical profession in terms of salary and respect.

Vivienne’s columns on vulgarity and stage conduct tapped into a growing national debate that occurred on the T.O.B.A. circuit and within independent Black theaters across the country. Exactly what was objectionable material

Figure 5: Vaudevillians in We’ve Got It. Woodard’s Studio and Bonnie Clark, Photograph of Sam Robinson & “We’ve Got It Co.” Bonnie and Semoura Clark black vaudeville photographs and ephemera, Box 2, Folder 19, Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library.
on Black stages varied depending on the historical moment, community taste, convention, and region. Yet the most problematic material for many show critics contained overt references to sexual acts, profanity, alcoholism, and gambling in a song, skit, or dance performance. Theater industry participants wrote the Defender and noted when other entertainers crossed the line as Williams Jones did when he called out “Sam Davis, the smuttiest of smut-hounds.” While not giving details in his March 1923 letter, Jones remarked that he “never heard such nasty jokes as this guy (Davis) put over the footlights.” In 1926 Milton Starr, T.O.B.A.’s president, promised “many good things” for the next season if only the “actors did their part in giving Mr. Starr first class acts.” “Cut out the smut,” Starr maintained, as “the patrons don’t want it anymore.” In the 1926–1927 theater season, Defender reader George Allen wrote to the Stage Page editor and demanded to know “will the time ever come when our vaudeville actors stop dancing so vulgarly and springing such vulgar jokes, [particularly] in the places where young girls and boys attend for wholesome recreation?”

While the top acts in traveling tab shows might have included popular blues tunes filled with sexual double entendres and suggestive titles like “It’s Tight Like That” or “He Likes It Slow,” Vivienne reserved much of her critiques for minstrel shows and comedies, perhaps because these were the types of shows she booked and whose development she had witnessed firsthand. The blackface minstrel performances that were acceptable in 1900 or 1910 were widely criticized by some African American audiences by the mid-1920s. In the 1899–1900 season, Bert Williams’s and George Walker’s Policy Players—which included songs like “Broadway Coon” with Williams in blackface, and a plot that focused on the winner of an illegal local lottery or “policy” game—earned praise as the first Williams and Walker Black musical theater production. Vivienne lamented the persistence of Black comedians wearing blackface makeup in the 1920s, and ultimately argued that blackface had more to do with institutionalized racial discrimination and Black community division than it did with skills and artistry. In her column “Corkless Comedy,” Vivienne acknowledged the work of the late Bert Williams but argued that this type of “low comedy” in the 1920s was considered “passé” by many. She mentioned that her husband Strawberry had abandoned blackface in their acts and yet still remained popular. Vivienne asked other performers to derive “some new way to do comedy other than at the expense of the Race.”

Not all readers received Vivienne’s advice well. A Mr. Eddie wrote to the column in November 1925 and took personal offense at the suggestion that comedians stop using cork. Vivienne responded that she did not negate the history of the practice in the nineteenth century, only the continued “promiscuous use of cork” in the 1920s. She challenged beliefs that African Americans could be funny only if they harkened back to the mockery of the enslaved, and contended that “cork appears to me as a constant reminder of a type I wish to forget. It’s like bruising an old wound.” Vivienne advanced a New Negro argument here and reflected Black artistic desires to be “seen through other than the dusty spectacles of [the] past controversy” of slavery, and the persistent subservient stereotypes
of “‘aunties,’ ‘uncles’ and ‘mammies.’” She further condemned blackface and its origins when she asked why African Americans should continue to live with theatrical depictions of all Black people as “poor, ignorant, and slovenly” when they were just as “clever and capable” as their “white” counterparts. Vivienne understood that Black artists continued the blackface trope because they were paid to do so, and did not want to “meddle with their methods of making a living.” Yet overall she held enough confidence in Black entertainers’ skills to believe that they could still be profitable on stage without minstrelsy. For Vivienne, the 1920s and the New Negro moment was the time to create alternative performance styles and “discover a new ‘corkless’ comedy.”

Readers who believed the stereotypes that entertainers were innately vice ridden and immoral also challenged Vivienne and questioned her personal character as a female stage performer. In April 1926 Rev. L.T. Harvey wrote her to ask if she knew “anything of religion at all.” Vivienne responded directly in two articles, “Our Belief in God” and “Science and Religion,” that detailed the fundamental tenets of her Christian faith and mentioned that God could find you in “your dressing room” or “servant’s quarters” and be of help “regardless of profession.” Vivienne argued that there were “boys and girls who have never looked inside a stage entrance who are off color. On the other hand, we have a great number of Christian families earning their living upon the stage... You will find atrocious crimes... in every walk of life, why deem stage people inferior?”

In the face of Harvey’s characterizations, Vivienne reminded readers again that secular entertainment would not be the downfall of the Black race, and on the contrary Black art could be a tool to fight racial discrimination. Repeatedly, Vivienne remarked that, done well, Black entertainment possessed the ability to “melt this great barrier of race prejudice and narrow-minded, unfair opinions” held about African Americans in the nation at large, and she continued to infuse this argument in her writings throughout the column’s run.

Vivienne’s call to use Black entertainment as a vehicle for racial equality was part of what scholars of Black theater see as the Harlem Renaissance and New Negro attempt to “correct injustices by imposing an alternative perception of African America” through the arts. Although there is no evidence that Vivienne was in direct conversations with popular Harlem Renaissance intellectuals, many of her sentiments were very similar. In *The New Negro*, the groundbreaking 1925 edited collection on Black art, scholar and Harlem Renaissance intellectual Alain Locke argued that Black “creative expression” must “precede the betterment of race relationships.” Likewise, James Weldon Johnson, former Black vaudevillian, author, and executive secretary of the NAACP, contended that Black artists had the potential of “getting at the very core of prejudice” by bringing “something fresh and vital into American art,” with their own “racial genius.” Both Locke and Johnson maintained that Black artistic excellence would demonstrate that African Americans merited socio-political equality in American society. Vivienne clearly shared these beliefs. Yet “Theater Folks” made the New Negro art discussion more inclusive and comprehensible for all Black vaudevillians. Locke’s
biographer Jeffery Stewart maintains that “The New Negro was always male in Locke’s imaginary.” Vivienne wrote openly on topics of gender discrimination and Black women entertainers’ labor and added these subjects to the ongoing narratives on Black artistic excellence.

“Theater Folks and Theatergoers” made its last appearance in late May 1926. Many of those last articles had ventured off from theater issues to touch on family and marital relationships, religion, and philosophy. Vivienne even used her column to promote an amateur essay contest and published the winning entries. She resumed performing as part of “Strawberry and Vivienne” in earnest by summer 1926 and starred in mainstream vaudeville at “Proctor’s New York” Theater in July. The increase in the act’s trips to Canada and Europe suggests that maintaining a bi-monthly column with an increased performance schedule may have been too demanding for Vivienne. She and Ed Russell continued performing as vaudevillians throughout much of the 1930s, when other Black entertainers either made the leap to film or were forced into retirement by the Great Depression.

Ultimately, Vivienne used the Chicago Defender and her role as one of its few woman stage columnists as a vehicle to expound on the significance of a Black entertainment career in a segregated nation while including women into a New Negro discourse that privileged men’s perspectives. Vivienne often walked a line between accommodating the behavioral standards that conservative Black and white audiences set as acceptable for Black performers, and covertly using the theater as a platform to champion Black excellence. She encouraged “commendable conduct” of entertainers’ onstage performances and theater behavior because African Americans “must necessarily act better than whites, because the slightest offence was sufficient” to warrant violence and backlash. Black entertainers had to navigate the gendered and racial inequities of the American entertainment landscape simply to garner a place on the stage. Despite these challenges Vivienne Gordon Russell contended that successful African American “theater folk” and the Black entertainment industry had the opportunity “to help better conditions for much abused Race folks” throughout the nation.
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